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Abstract

This paper compares the impacts of traditional one—way access obligations and the

new regulatory scheme of co-investment on the roll-out of network infrastructures. We

show that compulsory access leads to smaller roll-out, first because it reduces the re-

turns from investment, and second because in the presence of uncertainty it provides

access seekers with an option whose exercise hurts investors. Co-investment without

access obligations leads to risk sharing and eliminates the access option, implying high-

est network coverage. Allowing for access on top of co-investment actually decreases

welfare if the access price is low.
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1 Introduction

The Issues at Hand. In high-tech industries, continuous investments in physical assets

and innovation are necessary for competitive success and welfare-enhancing market outcomes.

Here, cooperation has become an important phenomenon —joint investments are common,

for example, in the automotive, electronic, and pharmaceutical industries. A similar trend

also is present in the energy and electronic communications industries.

In the latter, technological evolution and market pressures are pushing operators to invest

in new high-bandwidth networks. However, their construction is extraordinarily expensive,1

and existing wholesale regulation, which imposes access obligations on network owners, inter-

feres with investment decisions. These access obligations were introduced in Europe during

the first phase of broadband roll-out, in order to create the possibility of retail competition

over the monopoly copper network. In terms of retail market outcomes, this policy has

been largely successful; it is considered less propitious, though, for creating incentives for

investment in new high-speed networks.

For this reason, the recent proposal of a Directive on the European Electronic Commu-

nications Code, issued by the European Commission in September 2016,2 invites national

regulatory authorities to adopt co-investment as an alternative to standard access obliga-

tions.3 Co-investment is viewed as a way to share investment expenditures among different

players, thereby stimulating the nation-wide rollout of new infrastructures. Indeed, especially

for fixed connections, both in the US and in Europe, outside of urban centres the population

is much more dispersed, which makes it unprofitable to construct multiple networks and in

the limit even to build a single one.

1Cost estimates for providing 100Mbps fixed-network broadband coverage to half of households in EU
member states by 2020 are in the range of €180 —€260 billion (Cullen International, 2011). More recently,
Boston Consulting Group (2016) estimates a cost of €660 bln to deploy fiber networks in EU27 and 25 years
to complete it, given the current pace of realizations.

2See https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/connectivity-european-gigabit-society
3The Directive 2009/140/EC (“Better Regulation Directive”) already incited network operators to coop-

eratively invest in the creation of new infrastructures, but had little impact.
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A host of network operators in Europe already has adopted co-investment agreements,4

but the academic literature has not accompanied this development. It has focused on access

pricing as the main regulatory instrument to facilitate entry and enhance market competi-

tion. Access obligations on new infrastructures however involve a complex trade-off between

lower retail prices and higher coverage. In this paper, we focus on co-investment as an al-

ternative regulatory obligation to spur market competition and investment incentives. With

co-investment, an entrant can request access to an incumbent’s infrastructure by sharing

the investment cost of the infrastructure after an investment plan has been announced. The

first question we address is whether co-investment can stimulate infrastructure investments

and enhance social welfare in comparison to a standard access pricing regime. We consider

two different regulatory regimes based on co-investment: one in which co-investment is the

only option available to the entrant (“pure co-investment”), and one in which access and

co-investment are both available to the entrant (“co-investment with access”). We then

compare these three regimes in terms of infrastructure coverage and social welfare.

A second relevant issue we wish to address is the role of demand uncertainty. It is often

hard to predict the level of demand before new infrastructures are constructed and used. This

implies that an investor must invest before final demand is known, while an access seeker can

wait until enough information is available to decide whether to enter. Thus, access provides

entrants with a cream-skimming option that is exercised exactly when market outcomes

are good. Thus the network investor bears all the downside risk, while the returns on the

upside are shared. We study how demand uncertainty affects the relative effectiveness of

co-investment, where commitments must be made before uncertainty is resolved, and the

trade-off between the different regulatory regimes.

4Examples of co-investment agreements among telecoms operators can be found in several European
countries, both in the fixed broadband market (such as those between Telecom Italia and Fastweb in Italy,
Orange and SFR in France, Vodafone Portugal and Sonaecom in Portugal, KPN and Riggefiber in the
Netherlands, Swisscom and local utilities in Switzerland) and in the mobile market (between Vodafone UK
and Telefonica, and between Orange and T-Mobile, for co-siting of antennas in UK).
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Contribution and Results. We describe an incumbent firm that rolls out a new in-

frastructure in areas which differ in terms of deployment costs, and add an entrant who

can decide to enter in areas where an infrastructure has been deployed to compete with the

incumbent. We consider three regulatory regimes that allow the entrant to use the incum-

bent’s infrastructure. The “pure access”regime corresponds to the standard access regime:

the entrant can ask for access in all the areas where the incumbent has deployed its network;

it then pays a linear access tariff fixed by the regulator. In the “pure co-investment”regime,

the entrant can ask the incumbent to share its infrastructure in covered areas, by taking

on half of the investment cost, but access is not available. Finally, the “co-investment with

access”regime allows the entrant to decide whether to ask for access or to co-invest in each

covered area.

Clearly, the adoption of a standard access obligation on new infrastructures involves

the classical trade-off between static effi ciency and investment in coverage. We find that

compared to this pure access regime, the pure co-investment regime leads to more intense

competition in the areas where the firms operate a shared network and also to larger cov-

erage. On the downside, it involves a monopoly area where retail prices are higher (but

a large part of this region would not be covered at all under the access regime). Adding

an access obligation on top of co-investment reduces the incumbent’s profit in the marginal

areas, therefore total coverage is lower in this regime than under pure co-investment. In ad-

dition, co-investment coverage is also lower. This is because the access option offered to the

entrant constitutes an opportunity cost of co-investment, reducing co-investment incentives

compared to the pure co-investment regime. In terms of social welfare, we find that if the

access price is relatively low, social welfare is higher if no access is granted, because a low

access charge both reduces the incentives for the entrant to co-invest and the incumbent’s

incentives to cover costly areas.

We also study how demand uncertainty affects the equilibrium coverage. We assume that

at the time the access price is set and investment decisions are made, the level of demand
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is still unknown. However, the entrant can wait for the true state of demand to be realized

before asking for access. We show that the existence of this “access option”for the entrant

reduces investment incentives: Larger uncertainty leads to lower total coverage. The pure

co-investment regime involves a pre-commitment and does not suffer from this problem, and

therefore appears as a preferred regulatory regime when the degree of uncertainty about

demand is high.

Finally, we compare the obligation to co-invest with other access regimes that a regulator

might implement, and in particular with: (i) the margin rule, i.e., the standard form of

the effi cient component pricing rule (ECPR); (ii) the generalized ECPR, which is adapted

to differentiated services (Armstrong et al., 1996); and (iii) the “revenue-neutral” access

charge proposed by Klumpp and Su (2010), which specifically aims at enhancing firms’

incentives to invest. Our results show that pure co-investment leads to higher welfare, due

to a combination of higher intensity of competition (since foreclosure does not emerge under

co-investment) and higher incentives to invest.

Related Literature. Our paper is related to the literature on access and investment in

network industries. Several formal studies have investigated the impact of access regulation

on investment incentives by incumbent and entrant firms.5 Others have analyzed how access

pricing affects the migration from an old to a new infrastructure, such as next-generation

access networks in the telecoms industry (Bourreau et al., 2012; Brito et al., 2012; Inderst

and Peitz, 2012). In these papers, the only regulatory tool is a (per-unit or two-part) access

tariff. None of them considers co-investment as an alternative regulatory regime, as we do

in this paper.

Some recent papers have analyzed the adoption of specific access schemes that depend on

the investment level. Klumpp and Su (2010) showed that a revenue-neutral access scheme–

i.e., a per unit access price defined by the regulator that lets firms share in equilibrium the

5See, for example, Foros (2004), Bourreau and Doğan (2006), Hori and Mizuno (2006), Gans (2007), Brito
et al. (2010), Vareda and Hoernig (2010).
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investment cost in proportion to their predicted infrastructure usage– enhances dynamic

effi ciency, without negatively affecting static effi ciency. However, this access rule does not

imply any pre-commitment from the entrant on the investment, and therefore does not

correspond to a co-investment obligation. Nitsche and Wiethaus (2011) compared different

regulatory regimes, namely, a per-unit access price depending on the investment level and

a risk-sharing regime where firms jointly decide on the investment level to maximize their

joint profits. They found that risk-sharing achieves higher consumer surplus, compared to

the other regimes. Nitsche and Wiethaus did not model co-investment as an obligation, but

rather as a joint venture decision, and in addition they did not consider the standard access

regime. Therefore, they did not compare how co-investment fares compared to standard

access, which is the focus of our paper.

Very few papers specifically study co-investment in new infrastructures. As in our paper,

Inderst and Peitz (2013) modeled co-investment as firms sharing the fixed costs of investment.

In their paper, investment is a quality improvement of an old technology, whose success

is uncertain ex ante, and after investment firms jointly charge the monopoly price. We

differ from their paper in several aspects. First, we consider the geographical dimension of

investments: in our model, different market structures can emerge in different areas and

co-investing firms compete with each other ex post. If regulation cannot be tailored at the

local level, then the regulator faces trade-offs when designing the regulatory policy for the

whole country. In our model, we specifically take into account these trade-offs, which are

not present in their paper. Second, we compare a combination of regulatory approaches,

namely the standard access regime and two alternative regimes based on co-investment:

pure co-investment and co-investment with access.

Finally, Krämer and Vogelsang (2017) performed a laboratory experiment to study the

effect of cooperation in broadband markets, with an underlying model where not cooperating

would be the individually optimal choice. They found that, still, cooperation arises due to

communication between players, and that it facilitates collusion while not stimulating further
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investment. Whether this increased chance of collusion materializes in actual markets is still

an open question; at least in the cases mentioned above co-investment has indeed led to

higher roll-out.

Our paper is also related to the literature on R&D joint ventures. This strand of lit-

erature, which has been vibrant since the seminal contributions by Grossman and Shapiro

(1986) and d’Aspremont and Jacquemin (1988), shows that R&D joint ventures may in-

crease investment in innovation, but may come at a cost: since R&D cooperation is likely to

preserve symmetry among firms, tacit collusion among competitors is facilitated. We depart

from this branch of literature in two directions. First, as in Goyal et al. (2008), we con-

sider a “hybrid”form of cooperation, where firms cooperate to build a joint infrastructure

in some areas, while building independent infrastructures in other areas. Second, access to

the infrastructure may be regulated, and we analyze the effect of such access obligations on

investment incentives.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we set out our modeling

framework, and compare the coverage equilibria under the three regulatory regimes (pure

access, pure co-investment, co-investment with access). In Section 3 we study the impact of

demand uncertainty on infrastructure coverage in the three regimes. In Section 4 we discuss

some extensions and policy issues; in particular, we compare co-investment with alternative

access rules, we analyze the possibility of voluntary co-investment and, finally, discuss the

risks of collusion under co-investment. Section 4 concludes.

2 Access versus Co-Investment

2.1 Model Setup

We consider a country consisting of a continuum of areas z ∈ R+, which have identical

demand but different sunk costs to be covered with an NGA network. More precisely, we

assume that the cost of covering area z is c (z), where c (0) = 0 and c (.) is strictly increasing
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and continuously differentiable. Covering the areas [0, z] then costs C (z) =
∫ z

0
c (x) dx.

There is one incumbent, firm 1, and one potential entrant, firm e. We assume sequential

investment decisions. The incumbent first decides on the areas [0, z1] where it will invest.

Then, the entrant decides where it will co-invest or ask for access, depending on whether we

have (i) access only, (ii) pure co-investment, or (iii) co-investment with access. Finally, firms

compete in local areas and profits are realized.

We do not provide an explicit model of retail competition, but rather base our results

on some generic properties of the resulting equilibrium profits and their relation to the

access charge. We consider the coverage and co-investment outcomes in subgame-perfect

equilibrium.

2.2 Pure Access

Firms’profits in a given local area depend on the market structure in the area. We denote

by πm the local monopoly profit, and by πd1(a) and πde (a) the local duopoly profits of firm

1 and firm e, respectively, for a given access charge a set by the regulator. We assume that

the entrant makes positive duopoly profits up to a maximum access price, amax. We also

assume that duopoly profits are continuously differentiable functions of the access charge,

and that dπd1(a)/da ≥ 0 and dπde(a)/da ≤ 0 for a < amax. If a ≥ amax, firm e is foreclosed

and firm 1 makes the monopoly profit πm. The marginal cost of access is normalized to zero,

and πd1(0) = πde(0) ≡ πd. Finally, we assume that lima→amax π
d
1(a) ≤ πm.

Similarly, we denote by wm and wd (a) the local welfare in a monopoly and a duopoly

area, respectively. We define wd ≡ wd (0), and assume that dwd (a) /da ≤ 0.6

Entrant’s decision. Assume that a < amax (otherwise, there would be no access). Given

an incumbent’s announcement to invest up to the area z1, the entrant decides on the areas

up to ze ≤ z1 where it will ask for access to the incumbent’s infrastructure. The entrant’s

6In Appendix A, we provide an illustrative model of price competition with linear demand that satisfies
these assumptions.
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profit is Πe = zeπ
d
e (a). Since it is increasing in ze, the entrant optimally chooses ze = z1,

i.e., it asks for access in all the areas where the network has been rolled out.

Incumbent’s decision. The incumbent’s profit is

Π1 = z1π
d
1 (a)− C (z1) .

Maximizing the incumbent’s profit with respect to z1, we obtain that in equilibrium total

coverage is z∗1 = z∗e = z̄a(a) ≡ c−1
(
πd1 (a)

)
, and the entrant asks for access everywhere.

We have dz̄a(a)/da ≥ 0 since πd1 (a) increases with a and c−1(.) is an increasing function;

as expected, a lower access price leads to less investment.

Social welfare. Aggregate social welfare is given by the local surplus in covered markets

minus the total investment cost, that is,

W a (a) = z̄a(a)wd (a)− C(z̄a(a)).

It is clear that the regulator faces a complicated trade-off when trying to set the access

charge at the social optimum. On the one hand, a higher access charge leads to a larger

coverage (or dynamic benefits) z̄a(a), but on the other it reduces the local (static) benefits

wd (a).

2.3 Pure Co-Investment

We assume that co-investment works as follows: firm 1 announces the areas [0, z1] it is

going to cover; then, firm e can propose (and impose) co-investment in the areas [0, ze], with

ze ≤ z1, taking on half of the investment cost.

With this assumption, co-investment is an alternative to access: similar to the pure

access regime, the entrant can ask for access through co-investment, and the incumbent
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cannot refuse. Our modeling assumption is in line with the two-step approach advocated by

the European Commission for co-investment, whereby a co-investment offer should be offered

in a non-discriminatory way to potential co-investors.7 An alternative modeling approach

would be to consider that co-investing firms coordinate on the co-investment coverage; we

investigated this case and found qualitatively similar outcomes.8

The retail profits in each co-investment area correspond to the retail profits at a zero

(cost-based) access charge, i.e., πd1 (0) = πde (0) = πd, with corresponding social welfare wd.

If ze < z1, the incumbent retains the monopoly areas (ze, z1], where the entrant does not

want to co-invest because of the high cost of coverage, with profits per area of πm.

Entrant’s decision. Under co-investment, the entrant’s profit is Πe = zeπ
d−C(ze)/2. The

FOC of its decision problem holds for z̄c ≡ c−1
(
2πd
)
. The profit-maximizing co-investment

coverage is then ze = min {z1, z̄
c}.

Incumbent’s decision. The incumbent chooses its coverage taking into account howmuch

of it will later be matched by the entrant’s co-investment. The incumbent’s profit function

has two branches, depending on whether there are monopoly areas or not.

If the incumbent chooses a low coverage z1 ≤ z̄c (no monopoly areas), the entrant co-

invests everywhere. The incumbent’s profits in this case are Π1 = z1π
d−C (z1) /2, which are

maximized at the boundary solution z1 = z̄c. Thus, the incumbent will choose some z1 ≥ z̄c.

For a higher coverage z1 > z̄c, the entrant co-invests up to the area ze = z̄c and the

incumbent has a monopoly in the areas (z̄c, z1].9 The incumbent’s profits are

Π1 = (z1 − z̄c)πm + z̄cπd − C (z1) + C (z̄c) /2.

7See Annex IV (‘Criteria for Assessing Co-investment Offers’) in “Annexes to the Proposal for a Directive
of the European Parliament and of the Council establishing the European Electronic Communications Code”,
COM(2016) 590 final, 14 September 2016.

8The detailed analysis can be obtained upon request from the authors.
9Since πd1(a) ≤ πm for all a ≤ amax, the incumbent has no incentives to offer access voluntarily in the

monopoly areas.
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The optimal coverage for the incumbent is then z∗1 = z̄m ≡ c−1 (πm) if πm > 2πd, and z∗1 = z̄c

otherwise. In other words, if services are suffi ciently homogeneous such that the monopoly

profits outweigh joint profits under duopoly, total coverage is equal to the monopoly coverage.

By contrast, if goods are suffi ciently differentiated so that 2πd > πm, co-investment itself

leads to higher coverage than a single firm could achieve.

To sum up, the coverage equilibrium with co-investment is given by z∗1 = max {z̄m, z̄c}

and z∗e = z̄c. There is a duopoly with co-investment in the less costly areas [0, z̄c], and a

monopoly in the most costly areas (z̄c, z̄m] if services are suffi ciently homogeneous.

Proposition 1 Compared to the pure access regime, pure co-investment leads to higher total

coverage (z̄m > z̄a(a)). The co-investment coverage itself is higher than total coverage under

access (z̄c > z̄a(a)) if the access price is low or products are suffi ciently differentiated.

Proof. First, we have z̄m > z̄a(a) since πm > πd1 (a), thus total coverage is higher under

co-investment than under access for any access price such that entry is profitable. Second,

we have z̄c > z̄a(a) iff 2πd > πd1 (a). Note that this true if a = 0 and wrong if a = amax

and services are suffi ciently homogeneous (since in this case π1 = πm > 2πd). Since πd1 (a)

increases with a, either z̄c > z̄a(a) for all a (if πm < 2πd, which is the case if products are

suffi ciently differentiated), or there is a threshold a > 0 such that z̄a(a) > z̄c if and only if

a > a.

Compared to the pure access benchmark, co-investment increases total coverage. It

does this either by decoupling the coverage decision from access provision (when there are

monopoly areas), or by dividing the investment costs.

At the same time, co-investment also intensifies retail competition in low-cost areas,

since access is priced at cost. This lowers the entrant’s marginal cost, and eliminates the

incumbent’s wholesale opportunity cost of fighting for customers. Thus, the equilibrium with

co-investment would be equivalent to a regime with cost-based access in the co-investment

areas and no access regulation in the monopoly infrastructure areas, if the size of these areas
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were exogenously determined and thus not subject to disincentives for investment. In reality,

the presence of access regulation changes both firms’optimal coverage choices, as we will

show below.

Social welfare. Aggregate social welfare is given by the local surplus in covered markets

minus the investment cost, that is,

W c = (max {z̄m, z̄c} − z̄c)wm + z̄cwd − C(max {z̄m, z̄c}).

2.4 Co-Investment with an Access Obligation

We now assume that the regulator has imposed an obligation on firm 1 to provide access to

its network in all locations not subject to co-investment at an access price a < amax, and that

the entrant can decide separately for each local area whether to co-invest or ask for access.

In particular, we will focus on how the possibility of asking for access affects the entrant’s

co-investment incentives.

Entrant’s decision. Assume that firm 1 has covered the areas [0, z1] and consider the

entrant’s decision to enter some area z ∈ [0, z1]. Firm e has two choices:

• It can co-invest with firm 1, obtaining a net profit of πd − c (z) /2 in the area.

• It can ask for access, in which case it obtains the profit πde (a) (Note that asking for

access always dominates not entering, as πde (a) ≥ 0).

Firm e prefers co-investment over access if and only if πd − c (z) /2 ≥ πde (a). That is,

the possibility of entering the market by asking for access creates an opportunity cost for

the co-investment decision. As a result, incentives to co-invest are lower than in the case

without access if πde (a) > 0. Co-investment is chosen at all location z such that

z ≤ c−1
(
2
[
πd − πde (a)

])
≡ zca (a) .
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Note that zca (a) increases with a (a higher access price reduces the opportunity cost of co-

investment) and that lim
a→amax

zca (a) = z̄c. Therefore, as just mentioned, imposing an access

obligation, in particular at a low access price, reduces the incentives to co-invest.

Summing up, this analysis shows that if z1 > zca (a), firm e co-invests in the areas

[0, zca (a)] and asks for access in the areas (zca (a) , z1]. If z1 ≤ zca (a), firm e co-invests in

the areas [0, z1] and does not ask for access anywhere else.

Incumbent’s decision. We now turn to firm 1’s coverage decision, assuming that it cor-

rectly anticipates firm e’s entry strategy (in terms of access/co-investment). If z1 ≤ zca (a),

firm e will co-invest everywhere and firm 1’s profits are Π1 = z1π
d − C (z1) /2. Since

zca (a) < zc, profits are increasing on this branch, so firm 1 chooses z1 ≥ zca (a). On

the latter branch firm 1’s profits are

Π1 = [z1 − zca (a)]πd1 (a) + zca (a) πd − C (z1) + C (zca (a)) /2.

The FOC with respect to z1 has the interior solution z1 = z̄a(a), i.e., it is equal to the

coverage with access but without co-investment. This is the optimum on this branch if and

only if z̄a(a) ≥ z̄ca (a), thus the optimal coverage for firm 1 is z∗1 = max {z̄a(a), z̄ca (a)}, and

co-investment occurs up to z̄ca (a).

Proposition 2 For co-investment with an access obligation, the incumbent invests up to

max {z̄a(a), z̄ca (a)}; the entrant co-invests up to z̄ca (a) and asks for access in the remaining

covered areas. Thus:

1. When an access obligation is introduced on top of co-investment, a) co-investment

coverage decreases (since zca (a) < zc); b) total coverage decreases (since z̄m > z̄a(a)

and z̄c > z̄ca (a)).

2. When co-investment is introduced on top of an access obligation, a) the entrant will co-

invest if the access price is above cost, and b) total coverage increases unless z̄ca(a) ≤
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z̄a (a).

Total coverage under pure co-investment is as large as possible without further interven-

tions or subsidies, since it is driven by monopoly profits in the most outlying areas. Imposing

access leads to lower profits per area and thus lower total coverage. Co-investment coverage

itself is also lower with access than without, because now the entrant can ask for access

instead of committing to co-invest, thus he is provided with an “access option”. The profits

derived from using this option constitute an opportunity cost for co-investment, implying

lower incentives for co-investment. It is important to note here that this opportunity cost

is created directly by regulatory imposition. Still, the entrant will co-invest at least in some

areas, i.e., z̄ca (a) > 0, as long as the access charge is above cost, i.e., πde (a) < πd.

On the other hand, if a co-investment option is introduced on top of an existing access

obligation, total coverage does not change if the following condition holds,

z̄ca(a) ≤ z̄a (a)⇐⇒ πd1 (a) ≥ 2
[
πd − πde (a)

]
, (1)

and it increases otherwise.

Condition (1) holds for access charges suffi ciently close to cost, because of continuity and

at a = 0 we have πd > 2
[
πd − πd

]
= 0. At a = amax, this condition becomes πm ≥ 2πd,

which also holds unless services are very differentiated.

Assume that there is at most one access charge a where Condition (1) holds with equality.

Then, either there is a threshold value a∗ < amax such that Condition (1) holds for a ≤ a∗ but

does not hold otherwise, or Condition (1) is always true (in which case we write a∗ = amax).10

Therefore, introducing co-investment on top of an access obligation increases total coverage

if and only if services are suffi ciently differentiated (a∗ < amax) and the regulator imposes

an access charge that is high enough (a > a∗). However, in this case, total coverage —at

z̄ca(a)—remains below z̄c because returns to investment beyond this area are depressed by

10In our illustrative model, there is indeed at most one access charge where Condition (1) holds with
equality. We have a∗ < amax if services are suffi ciently differentiated, and a∗ ≥ amax otherwise.
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the access obligation.

Social welfare. Under co-investment with access, social welfare is given by

W ca(a) =

 [z̄a(a)− zca (a)]wd (a) + zca (a)wd − C(z̄a(a)) if a ≤ a∗

zca (a)wd − C(zca (a)) if a > a∗
.

The second branch is only relevant if a∗ < amax.

2.5 Comparison of the Three Regimes

We have considered three potential regimes: pure access; pure co-investment; and co-

investment with access. Table 1 below summarizes the duopoly and total equilibrium cover-

age in these three regimes.

We now analyze how these three regimes compare in terms of social welfare.

Regime Duopoly coverage Total coverage

Pure access z̄a(a) z̄a(a)

Pure co-investment z̄c max {z̄c, z̄m}

Co-investment with access max {z̄ca(a), z̄a(a)} max {z̄ca(a), z̄a(a)}

Table 1: Equilibrium coverage in the three regimes

Co-investment with access versus pure access. For a ≤ a∗, we can rewrite the welfare

in the co-investment with access regime as

W ca (a) = W a (a) + zca (a)
(
wd − wd (a)

)
≥ W a (a) .
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For a > a∗, we have from zca (a) > z̄a(a) and the fact that welfare is still increasing in

coverage at zca (a)11 that

W ca(a) > z̄a(a)wd − C(z̄a(a)) > W a (a) .

Thus, W ca (0) = W a (0) and W ca (a) > W a (a) for all a > 0: Introducing co-investment

on top of existing access provisions increases social welfare. This increase in welfare stems

from shared access at cost in co-investment areas, plus potentially a higher total coverage (if

a > a∗). Thus, pure access is dominated by co-investment with access for each level of the

access charge a, and therefore even more so at the respective optimal access charges.

It is also interesting to compare the level of access charges that would be chosen by

the regulator. For simplicity, assume that the socially optimal access charge aCA under co-

investment with access lies below a∗, i.e., total coverage in both cases is equal to z̄a(a). In

this case, the socially optimal access charge under pure access, aA , is strictly lower than

aCA, since the term zca (a)
(
wd − wd (a)

)
is increasing in a: At a = aA, raising the access

charge increases the cost-investment area by lowering opportunity costs; at the same time,

this increases the welfare gain from moving to co-investment.

Since co-investment with access dominates pure access, we now just have to compare co-

investment with access to pure co-investment to determine the preferred regulatory regime.

Co-investment with access versus pure co-investment. Under co-investment with

access, it is possible to replicate pure co-investment by setting a suffi ciently high access price,

thus

W ca
(
aCA

)
≥ W ca (amax) = W c.

Thus, if the regulator sets the optimal access price under co-investment with access, in

principle introducing access over pure co-investment cannot lower welfare. Still, it is possible

11Let W d(z) = zwd−C(z). The welfare-maximizing coverage is zw = (c−1)(wd). Since wd = 2πd+CS >
2πd, we have zw > zc. Hence, since zc > zca (a), W d is increasing in coverage at zca (a).
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that the access price must be set so high that no access will be demanded. Therefore, it is

still a useful exercise to compare welfare at specific (non-optimal) access price levels.

Consider first an access price so low that total coverage under access falls below pure

co-investment coverage, i.e., z̄a(a) < zc, or πd1 (a) < 2πd, and also that a < a∗ (implying that

z̄ca(a) < z̄a (a)). Then, we can write

W c = W ca + [z̄a(a)− zca (a)]
[
wd − wd (a)

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
(+)

+

∫ max{z̄m,z̄c}

z̄a(a)

[w̃ (z)− c (z)] dz︸ ︷︷ ︸
(+)

,

where w̃ (z) = wd for z ∈ [z̄a(a), zc] and w̃ (z) = wm for z ∈ (zc, z̄m] (if z̄m > z̄c). Since

the second term (additional co-investment coverage) and third term (higher total coverage

without access) on the right-hand side are positive, we have W c > W ca, that is, introducing

access on top of co-investment reduces social welfare if the access charge is set too low.

On the other hand, assume that a∗ < amax and that a > a∗. We have W ca(a) =

zca (a)wd − C(zca (a)), and we can write

W c = W ca +

∫ max{z̄m,z̄c}

z̄ca(a)

[w̃ (z)− c (z)] dz︸ ︷︷ ︸
(+)

,

where w̃ (z) = wd for z ∈ [z̄ca(a), zc] and w̃ (z) = wm for z ∈ (zc, z̄m]. Since the second term

on the right-hand side is positive, we have W c > W ca in this case too.

Thus, co-investment with access can only be strictly optimal if a < a∗ and for access

charges high enough such that total coverage under access exceeds the co-investment cov-

erage, i.e., z̄a(a) > zc. Even in this case, it unclear whether co-investment with access can

strictly dominate co-investment. We can indeed rewrite W c as follows:

W c = W ca+(zc − zca (a))
(
wd − wd (a)

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(+)

+(za (a)− zc)
(
wm − wd (a)

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(+) or (-)

+

∫ z̄m

za(a)

[w̃ (z)− c (z)] dz︸ ︷︷ ︸
(+)

,
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where w̃ (z) = wm for z ∈ (za (a) , z̄m]. Therefore, provided that wd (a) ≥ wm, adding access

on top of co-investment increases static effi ciency in monopoly areas, but at the cost of

lower static effi ciency in other areas (due to a lower co-investment coverage) and lower total

coverage.

We summarize this analysis with the following proposition:

Proposition 3 Co-investment with access always dominates pure access, and also (weakly)

dominates pure co-investment at the optimal access charge. If the access charge is low

(z̄a(a) < zc), or if services are suffi ciently differentiated (a∗ ≥ amax) and the access charge

is very high (a > a∗), though, social welfare is higher if no access is granted.

This result shows that when the regulator has to trade-off between investment incentives

and static welfare, co-investment is a more effi cient regulatory instrument than pure access.

In our general model, under specific conditions, and in particular when the access price

is relatively high, a combination of co-investment and access might outperform pure co-

investment. However, this combination is diffi cult to emerge: we ran simulations with our

illustrative model reported in Appendix A, and found that in the regime with co-investment

and access, the regulator would optimally set the access charge so high that there is no access

in equilibrium.12

3 Demand Uncertainty

When operators invest in a new infrastructure, they may face uncertainty about the demand

for the services supported by the new network. In this section, we analyze how the different

regulatory regimes are affected when there is such demand uncertainty.

We assume that demand is uncertain ex ante, when firms make their investment and/or

co-investment decisions. However, access provides an option to firm e, which instead of

12See Appendix B for details.
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co-investing can wait for demand to be realized before asking for access.13

Formally, we consider that the profits introduced above are measured per unit mass

of consumers, but that the demand level δ is uncertain ex ante. We assume that δ is

uniformly distributed over [1− σ, 1 + σ], with σ ∈ (0, 1). The expected level of demand is

then E[δ] = 1, and σ2/3 is its variance. Hence, we interpret σ as the degree of demand

uncertainty.

Furthermore, we assume that under access, firm 1 and firm e make local profits that are

the difference between a gross profit and an interconnection (fixed) cost, i.e., the incumbent

makes a net profit δπ̂d1 (a)− f in duopoly areas, for a demand level δ, and the entrant a net

profit δπ̂de (a)− f . From an ex ante perspective, their expected profits are then π̂d1 (a)− f ≡

πd1 (a) and π̂de (a)− f ≡ πde (a), where πd1 (a) and πde (a) represent the duopoly profits of firm

1 and firm e, respectively, in the baseline model. Finally, we define π̂d ≡ π̂d1 (0) = π̂de (0) and

πd ≡ π̂d − f .14

With these assumptions, as we will see, the entrant does not ask for access if the level

of demand turns out to be too low. We also assume that firms have to incur the same

interconnection cost f when they co-invest.

3.1 Pure Co-Investment

Since co-investment is decided ex ante, before demand is realized, the analysis is the same

as in the main model. Firm e decides to co-invest in an area z if and only if

E[δ]π̂d − f = πd ≥ c (z) /2.

13We abstract away from additional channels that may affect investment decisions under uncertainty, such
as risk aversion of firms or credit providers. These market features would also favour co-investment over
access provision.
14See the illustrative model in Appendix A, where we introduce such interconnection costs. Assuming that

the incumbent incurs the same fixed interconnection cost as the entrant ensures that the two firms obtain
symmetric profits when a→ 0.
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We assume that πd = π̂d − f > 0, otherwise the entrant would never co-invest. Firm e

then co-invests in area z if and only if z ≤ zc = c−1
(
2πd
)
. In equilibrium, the incumbent

deploys its network up to the area max {zm, zc} and the entrant co-invests in the areas

[0, zc]. Therefore, demand uncertainty does not affect the coverage equilibrium under pure

co-investment.

3.2 Pure Access

Entrant’s decision. As a benchmark, first assume that firm e asks for access before de-

mand is realized. Firm e asks for access in (all) the areas covered by firm 1 if and only if

E [δ] π̂de (a)−f ≥ 0. We assume that this condition is not satisfied, i.e., π̂de (a) < f : Commit-

ting to access is not a viable option ex ante, and access will be requested only if the demand

density turns out to be suffi ciently high ex post. This assumption captures the idea that the

access obligation provides the entrant with an “access option”.15

Now, assume that firm e can ask for access after demand is realized. Firm e then asks

for access if and only if δπ̂de (a) ≥ f , that is, δ ≥ f/π̂de (a) = δ(a). From our assumption

π̂de (a) < f , we have δ > E[δ] = 1. We assume furthermore that δ < 1 + σ, that is, access

is profitable in the high states of demand. Since π̂de (a) decreases in the access charge a, the

entry threshold δ(a) increases in the latter.

The (ex ante) probability of entry is then given by

pe =

∫ 1+σ

δ(a)

dδ

2σ
=

1 + σ − δ(a)

2σ
.

Therefore, a higher access charge makes entry less likely, whereas a higher degree of uncer-

tainty makes entry more likely.

15Note that our assumptions π̂de (a) < f < π̂d require that a > 0.
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Incumbent’s decision. When it makes its investment decision, firm 1’s expected profit

of covering the areas [0, z1] is E [Π1] = z1E [πa1]− C (z1), with

E [πa1] ≡
∫ δ(a)

1−σ
δπm

1

2σ
dδ +

∫ 1+σ

δ(a)

(δπ̂d1 (a)− f)
1

2σ
dδ = ωπm + (1− ω) π̂d1 (a)− pef ,

and ω (a, σ) =
[
δ(a)2 − (1− σ)2] /(4σ).

Maximizing the incumbent’s profit with respect to z1, we obtain that firm 1’s equilibrium

coverage is z∗1 = z̃a(a) ≡ c−1(ωπm + (1− ω) π̂d1 (a)− pef), with z̃a(a) ∈ (z̄a(a), zm).

We have dz̃a(a)/da ≥ 0, as π̂d1 (a) and ω (a, σ) increase with a, pe decreases with a, and

c−1(.) is increasing. Note that if access had to be chosen ex ante, firm e would not ask for

access and we would obtain a monopoly outcome with z∗1 = zm. Therefore, the access option

allows competition to emerge, but at the price of a lower coverage.

Our question is: how does uncertainty affect investment incentives under pure access?

After some computations, we find that

∂z̃a(a)

∂σ
=

(
πm − πd1 (a)

)
∂ω/∂σ − f∂pe/∂σ

c′ (z̃a(a))
< 0, (2)

where the inequality follows from πm > πd1 (a), ∂ω/∂σ < 0 and ∂pe/∂σ > 0 (more uncertainty

makes entry more likely, and hence decreases the weight of monopoly outcomes).

Therefore, a higher amount of risk reduces investment incentives under access. Due to the

exercise of the access option by the entrant, the returns from better outcomes are curtailed,

while worse outcomes continue to be supported by the incumbent only. From a regulatory

viewpoint, this makes co-investment more preferable relative to pure access when demand is

highly uncertain (i.e., σ is high).

3.3 Co-investment with Access

To account for demand uncertainty, we modify the timing in the co-investment with access

regime as follows. First, firm 1 decides on the areas where it will invest. Second, firm e
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decides where it will co-invest. Third, demand is realized. Fourth, firm e decides where it

will ask for access. Finally, firms compete in local markets and profits are realized.

Entrant’s access decision. At Stage 4, the level of demand is known and firm e can ask

for access in any covered area. Assume that firm 1 has covered the areas [0, z1], and that

firm e has decided to co-invest up to area ze ≤ z1. If ze = z1, firm e has co-invested in all

covered areas; so, it does not ask for access anywhere. If ze < z1, firm e asks for access in

the areas (ze, z1] if and only if δ ≥ δ(a).

Entrant’s co-investment decision. At Stage 2, firm 1 has covered the areas [0, z1] but

the level of demand is not yet known. Firm e has two choices in each area z ∈ [0, z1]:16

• It can co-invest with firm 1, obtaining an expected profit of πd − c (z) /2.

• It can wait and later ask for access. In this case, it will later ask for access if and only

demand is high enough (i.e., δ ≥ δ(a)), and its expected profit is

E [πae ] ≡
∫ 1+σ

δ(a)

(
δπ̂de (a)− f

) 1

2σ
dδ > 0.

Firm e co-invests in area z if and only πd − c (z) /2 ≥ E [πae ], that is, if and only if

z ≤ z̃ca (a) ≡ c−1
(
2
(
πd − E [πae ]

))
. Therefore, the access option introduces an opportunity

cost for co-investment, which reduces the co-investment coverage compared to the pure co-

investment regime. The higher E [πae ], the higher the opportunity cost, and the lower the

co-investment coverage z̃ca (a).

Incumbent’s decision. We now turn to the first stage where firm 1 decides on total

coverage. If z1 ≤ z̃ca (a), firm e will co-invest everywhere and firm 1’s expected profits are

E [Π1] = z1π
d − C (z1) /2. The maximum on this branch of firm 1’s profit is obtained at

16The entrant would have no interest to commit not to enter area z, since ex post, when demand is realized,
it will be profitable to enter in the high states of demand.
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z1 = z̃ca (a). If z1 > z̃ca (a), firm e co-invests up to area z̃ca (a), and asks for access in the

remaining areas if and only if δ ≥ δ(a). Firm 1’s expected profits are then

E [Π1] = z̃ca (a) πd + (z1 − z̃ca (a))E [πa1]− C (z1) +
1

2
C (z̃ca (a)) .

The FOC on this branch of the incumbent’s profit has the interior solution z∗1 = z̃a(a), i.e.,

it is equal to the coverage with access but without co-investment. This is the optimum on

this branch if and only if z̃a(a) ≥ z̃ca (a).

If z̃a(a) ≥ z̃ca (a), the incumbent invests up to z̃a(a) and the entrant co-invests up to

z̃ca (a), asking for access in the remaining covered areas. From (2), we have ∂z̃a(a)/∂σ < 0;

that is, total coverage decreases with the degree of uncertainty.

If z̃a(a) < z̃ca (a), the incumbent invests up to z̃ca(a) and the entrant co-invests in all

covered areas. We find that

∂z̃ca(a)

∂σ
=
πde (a)

[
(δ(a)− 1)2 − σ2

]
2σ2c′ (z̃ca(a))

< 0,

since δ(a) < 1 + σ. Therefore, in the co-investment with access regime, uncertainty has also

a negative effect on total coverage.

We summarize the analysis in this section with the following proposition:

Proposition 4 Total coverage under pure co-investment is insensitive to uncertainty. By

contrast, total coverage under pure access or under co-investment with access decreases with

the degree of uncertainty. Co-investment coverage is insensitive to uncertainty under pure

co-investment, but decreases with uncertainty under co-investment with access.

For the baseline model, we showed that total coverage is higher under pure co-investment

than under pure access or co-investment with access (see Proposition 1 and Proposition 2).

When there is demand uncertainty, the difference in total coverage increases with the degree

of uncertainty. To the extent that the regulator favors investment, a high degree of demand
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uncertainty then makes the pure co-investment regime more desirable compared to the other

regimes.

4 Extensions and Policy Issues

4.1 Co-investment vs. Access Rules

In our baseline model, we have studied whether co-investment leads to larger coverage and

welfare than a standard access obligation, where the access price is set to maximize total

welfare. In practice, other access rules can be implemented, with a different impact on

investment incentives. In this section, we compare co-investment to three alternative access

rules: (i) the margin rule, which is the standard form of the effi cient component pricing rule

(ECPR); (ii) the generalized ECPR, which is adapted to differentiated services (Armstrong

et al., 1996);17 and (iii) the “revenue neutral”access pricing rule developed by Klumpp and

Su (2010), which aims specifically at enhancing firms’incentives to invest.

First, the regulator could adopt the margin rule, which prescribes that the access price

should be equal to the cost of providing access plus the incumbent’s retail margin. With

homogeneous goods, for which this rule was designed, the retail margin corresponds to the

incumbent’s opportunity cost (or lost retail profit) of providing one unit of access. The

logic behind this rule is that the entrant’s margin should be restricted so that it will only

enter if it is more effi cient than the incumbent. The generalized ECPR instead allows for

differentiated services, which implies that the provision of one unit of access leads to a

smaller corresponding loss of retail profits. Still, the underlying logic is the same as that of

the margin rule.

The adoption of these access rules leads to interesting insights for our model (see Ap-

pendix C for details). If the regulator implements the margin rule, the entrant is always

foreclosed and therefore co-investment remains the socially preferable policy. Under the

17For a survey on these access pricing schemes, see Armstrong (2002).
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generalized ECPR, foreclosure occurs for suffi ciently homogeneous goods (γ > 0.35), while

for more differentiated goods the access charge becomes low enough so that the entrant re-

mains active in the market. Notwithstanding, co-investment always leads to higher duopoly

coverage and a larger total coverage, leading to higher social welfare.

Finally, in order to boost investment, the regulator could adopt the revenue-neutral

access rule suggested by Klumpp and Su (2010). According to this rule, the per-unit access

price should be equal to investment costs divided by the predicted infrastructure usage by all

operators; this rule is revenue-neutral in the sense that access revenues (including self-supply)

exactly cover the investment cost. Klumpp and Su show that this access rule enhances

dynamic effi ciency, without negatively affecting static effi ciency. It is thus interesting to

analyze whether it performs better, in terms of social welfare, than the co-investment regime.

We thus consider the following extension of our model. There is a Stage 0 where the

regulator commits to use the revenue-neutral access rule to later set the access charge. In

Stage 1, firm 1 covers the areas [0, z1] at a total cost of C(z1). Then, in Stage 2, firm e asks

for access in all covered areas and firms compete in prices. The access price is set as follows:

a =
C(z1)

z1Q
, (3)

where Q represents the total quantity produced in a single local area by the two firms (i.e.,

Q = q1 + qe).

Our simulations for the revenue-neutral access price (see Appendix D) show that fore-

closure occurs if services are suffi ciently homogeneous (γ > 0.25), in contrast to the co-

investment regime, where foreclosure never occurs. Thus, co-investment leads to higher

welfare in this case. On the other hand, the simulations also show that social welfare is

higher with the revenue-neutral access rule than under co-investment if services are almost

completely differentiated (γ < 0.1). Summing up, co-investment is likely to lead to higher

social welfare even when the alternative access rules are specifically tailored to encourage
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investment.

One topic we have not yet touched upon is that, as shown above, co-investment is partic-

ularly appropriate under uncertainty. All three access rules just discussed, and in particular

the revenue-neutral access rule, cannot be easily applied when demand is highly uncertain,

as Klumpp and Su themselves pointed out. Instead, the same authors propose risk-sharing

schemes —which leads us back to co-investment.

4.2 Voluntary vs. Mandatory Co-investment

In our baseline model, we have assumed that the entrant cannot invest independently, and

therefore it can only enter the market via access or co-investment. In this section we consider

the possibility of independent investment by the entrant, and study whether it can constitute

a threat that can lead the incumbent to make a voluntary co-investment offer.18

We consider that co-investment occurs on a voluntary basis only: once it has deployed

its network, firm 1 decides whether to offer co-investment. If co-investment is not available,

firm e can only enter by rolling out its own infrastructure. If co-investment is available, the

entrant can either invest in its own infrastructure or co-invest with the incumbent.

When the entrant invests in its own infrastructure, the equilibrium of the sequential

coverage game is such that the incumbent covers the areas [0, zm] and the entrant then

covers the areas
[
0, z̄d

]
, with z̄d ≡ arg maxz zπ

d − C(z) < zm.19

Notice that the entrant always prefers to co-invest rather than to build its independent

network, since in the former case it can share the investment cost with the incumbent.

Thus, the incumbent offers co-investment voluntarily if and only if its profit in the equilib-

rium outcome with co-investment is higher than its profit in the equilibrium outcome with

independent investment by the entrant.

Comparing the incumbent’s profit under both options, we find that firm 1 offers co-

18We thank an anonymous referee for suggesting this extension.
19The analysis follows the lines of the model resolution in Bourreau, Cambini and Doğan (2012). Details

are available upon request from the authors.
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investment if and only if
C(z̄c)

2
≥ (z̄c − z̄d)(πm − πd). (4)

This condition means that for a voluntary co-investment agreement to emerge, the cost

savings from co-investment (left-hand side) should be larger than the lost profits due to

the competition in a larger share of the country (right-hand side). Depending on cost and

demand conditions, this condition may or may not hold. If it does, co-investment agreements

can emerge without any regulatory intervention, due to the threat of independent investment

by the entrant. Otherwise, regulatory intervention is necessary for co-investment to emerge.

4.3 Co-investment and Collusion

A third issue related to co-investment is the risk of collusion. Krämer and Vogelsang (2017)

performed a laboratory experiment to study the effect of co-investment on competition in

broadband markets. They found that the mere fact that players communicate and plan

their infrastructure investments together facilitates the emergence of tacit collusion at the

retail level. Whether this increased chance of collusion materializes in actual markets is

still an open question.20 With respect to our framework, two specific issues emerge: (i)

whether co-investment facilitates collusion compared to other regimes (i.e., a standard access

regime); and (ii) to the extent that collusion emerges, what are its potential effects on market

outcomes.

Risk of collusion with co-investment. A standard concern for competition policy is

that joint endeavours, such as R&D joint ventures or co-investment, facilitate collusion since

they create the possibility for firms to coordinate on more than just their investment plans.

One should however notice that in many countries, co-investment is introduced as an

alternative to access, and does not necessarily involve coordination of network deployments

20At the time we are writing, there is no case in Europe in which the problem of collusion as a consequence
of co-investment agreements has been identified. The experience in countries with such agreements (e.g.,
France, Portugal, Italy, and Spain) rather shows that co-investment happens without any form of collusion.
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between co-investors. In this vein, the European Commission published a proposal for a new

regulatory package in September 2016,21 in which it encourages to consider co-investment

as an alternative to standard access for NGA networks. In an annex (Annex IV, “Criteria

for Assessing Co-investment Offers”), the commission details the criteria that a national

regulatory authority should consider for assessing a co-investment offer, and in particular

when an infrastructure is open to co-investment, “the offer is available and easily identifiable

on the website of the SMP operator” (point (b)), and the co-investment offer should be

available “on a non-discriminatory basis”to all potential co-investors (point (a)). The fact

that the co-investment agreement is open to all potential co-investors implies (relatively) low

barriers to entry, which is a limit to collusion.

If we consider now implicit collusion rather than explicit collusion, the question is whether

co-investment can make collusion more likely compared to other regimes. Though interest-

ing, this issue may be more a behavioral problem that goes beyond the goal of our model.

However, interesting insights come from the economic literature on R&D and in particular

on how the formation of a research joint venture (RJV) affects the likelihood of collusion.

Miyagawa (2009) shows that an RJV facilitates collusion in a setting where two firms do

process R&D. This is due to the symmetric cost structure resulting from joint R&D efforts

as opposed to the case when firms engage in a patent race that results in asymmetric costs.

Taking on a different aspect of RJVs than the associated cost structure, Lambertini et al.

(2002) focus on product innovations, and consider RJVs as resulting in identical products.

By restricting firms’ability to differentiate their products, an RJV formation makes collusion

less likely to emerge. Applied to the context of our setting, these papers suggest that the

effect of cooperation on the likelihood of collusion depends on how such cooperation affects

firms’costs and product differentiation.

Levy (2012) compares the likelihood of collusion under different forms of technology-

sharing, namely with RJVs and licensing. He shows that technology-sharing with licens-

21“Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council establishing the European Electronic Com-
munications Code (Recast),”COM/2016/0590 final - 2016/0288 (COD), Brussels.
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ing, whereby the innovator licenses its technology to its rival, is more pro-collusive than

technology-sharing with an RJV. In the context of our paper, these findings suggest that

co-investment is less pro-collusive than access.

However, there are some key differences between R&D cooperation and co-investment.

First, models of R&D cooperation usually assume coordination of R&D investments by RJV

members, whereas our co-investment scheme does not rely on coordination. Second, in

models of R&D cooperation, firms typically decide on a cost-reducing or quality-improving

investments, whereas in our case, the decision is how much of a country to cover with a new

network infrastructure.

Effect of collusion on market outcomes. Let us now focus on the impact of collusion on

market outcomes. Under pure co-investment, total coverage is determined by the marginal

area with a monopoly provider and therefore the possibility of collusion between co-investors

does not affect total coverage.

By contrast, the co-investment coverage depends on the possibility of collusion. Assume

that operators are able to collude (explicitly or implicitly) on a price p above the duopoly

(competitive) price and up to the monopoly price, such that they make profits πd ≤ πd(p) ≤

πm, with πd(p) increasing in p. The co-investment coverage is then z̄c(p) = c−1(πd(p)), which

is increasing in p. Since πd(p) ≤ πm, we have z̄m ≥ z̄c(p). Therefore, total welfare under

co-investment is given by:

W c(p) = (z̄m − z̄c(p))wm + z̄c(p)wd(p)− C(z̄m).

The effect of more collusion, i.e. a higher p, on social welfare is then given by:

dW c(p)

dp
=
dz̄c(p)

dp
(wd(p)− wm) + z̄c(p)

dwd(p)

dp
.

The first term on the right-hand side is positive, whereas the second term is negative. In
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other words, the possibility of collusion involves a trade-off from a social point of view: on

the one hand, firms make larger profits and as a consequence, the co-investment coverage

is larger (first term); on the other hand, welfare in local areas with co-investment is lower

(second term).

If the collusive price is close to the monopoly price, the second term dominates and the

collusion induced by co-investment harms welfare. Otherwise, if the co-investment coverage

is small, the first term may dominate the second term, and hence, some collusion could

actually increase welfare by increasing this coverage.

5 Conclusion

Investments in new infrastructures are crucial in network industries, as well as the preser-

vation of a competitive environment, but the presence of wholesale regulation interferes

with investment incentives. Some national regulators have introduced specific obligations

to co-invest, in place of or on top of standard access obligations. We have studied the role

of such an obligation to allow co-investment and its interplay with access obligations in a

setting where an incumbent invests in infrastructure coverage and an entrant can use the

incumbent’s infrastructure via access and/or co-investment.

We have shown that co-investment performs better in terms of total coverage than the

standard access regime. Offering access to the entrant, too, leads to both lower total coverage

and lower co-investment coverage because the access option constitutes an opportunity cost

that makes co-investment less attractive. Starting from a standard access regime, welfare is

strictly increased if a co-investment obligation is added; on the other hand, adding access to

co-investment reduces welfare if the access price is relatively low. Thus, unless the regulator

is willing to set a potentially very high access price, pure co-investment leads to higher

welfare.

We have also considered the impact of demand uncertainty on infrastructure coverage and
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shown that total coverage is insensitive to the degree of uncertainty under pure co-investment,

whereas in the standard access regime and with both access and co-investment, total coverage

decreases with the degree of uncertainty. From a policy perspective, our results therefore

suggest that a pure co-investment regime should be preferred to a pure access regime or a

regime with co-investment and access, in particular when demand uncertainty is high.

This result may change if ex post the co-investment agreement facilitates collusion be-

tween market players. Under pure co-investment, the possibility of collusion does not affect

total coverage, but it leads to higher co-investment coverage. Collusion, in the sense of

higher collusive retail prices, thus entails a trade-off for the regulator between lower welfare

in co-investment areas and higher coverage.

Further research will explore the effects of asymmetries between co-investors, i.e., incum-

bency effects, and the choice of rules for sharing investment costs and access profits, two

interesting questions that we have not considered in this paper.
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Appendix

A. Illustrative model

We build an illustrative model where the incumbent’s profit is increasing and the entrant’s

profit is decreasing in the access price over the relevant range. The idea is that the regulator

would never set an access price in a range where the incumbent’s profit is decreasing. This is

because the industry profit would be decreasing as well as the consumer surplus. Therefore,

static effi ciency would decrease, and there would be no benefit in terms of higher investments.

We first present the model set-up, and then derive the conditions under which the as-

sumptions of the general model hold.

Set-up. Let the inverse demand for firm i be pi = α − βqi − γβqj, with α, β ≥ 0 and

γ ∈ (0, 1). Without loss of generality, we assume that firms’marginal costs are equal to

zero. We also assume that firm 1 and firm e have to incur a fixed interconnection cost f

when firm e asks for access or co-invests in a given area. Firms’local profits are then given

by π1 = p1q1 + aqe − f and πe = (pe − a) qe − f , with a = 0 under co-investment. Finally,

we assume that firms compete in prices.22

The utility of the representative consumer is given by

U(q1, q2,m) = α (q1 + q2)− β

2

(
(q1)2 + (q2

)2
)− βγq1q2 +m.

The consumer surplus is then given by CS = U(q1, q2,m)− p1q1− p2q2. The industry profits

are PS = π1 + π2, and total welfare in a local area is defined by the sum of consumer and

producer surplus, i.e., w = CS + PS.

Assumptions of the general model. We solve for the equilibrium prices and define

am ≡ arg max
a

πd1(a). We find that firm e’s equilibrium profit, πde (a), is positive for a ≤

22We obtained similar qualitative results for the same setting with quantity competition.
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amax(f), with

amax(f) = amax (0)− (4− γ2)

2

√
βf

1− γ2
,

and amax (0) = α (2 + γ) / (2 + 2γ). We have amax (0) > am and amax(f) decreasing in f . We

then find that amax(f) > 0 iff

f <
α2 (1− γ)

β (2− γ)2 (1 + γ)
≡ fmax.

We also assume that f is suffi ciently high such that amax(f) < am, which is true iff

f >
α2 (1− γ) (2 + γ2)

2

β (1 + γ) (8 + γ2)2 ≡ fmin
1 .

Finally, we assume that f is suffi ciently high such that πd1(amax(f)) < πm, which is the case

iff

f >
α2 (1− γ)

9β (1 + γ)
≡ fmin

2 .

We have fmin
1 < fmin

2 < fmax (with equality iff γ = 1). If f ∈
(
fmin

2 , fmax
)
, we have as

assumed in our general framework that (i) πde(a) is decreasing in a, (ii) πd1(a) is increasing

in a for a < amax, (iii) πde(a
max) = 0, (iv) πd1(amax) ≤ πm, and (v) wd (a) is decreasing in a.

B. Simulation results for the three regimes

For our simulations, we assume that the investment cost is C(z) = ρz2/2, and we use the

following parameter values: α = 1, β = 1 and ρ = 1. Our model assumptions require that

f ∈ [fmin2 , fmax]. Note that both fmin and fmax are decreasing in γ. Given that α = 1

and β = 1, we look for a value of f and a range Γ of values of γ such that for all γ ∈ Γ,

f ∈ [fmin2 (γ), fmax(γ)]. We find that f = 0.12 and Γ = [0, 0.63] meet this condition. We use

these values for our simulations.

We then compute the equilibrium outcome under the three regimes, by calculating the

socially-optimal access price, aw, in the access and co-investment with access regimes.
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Under pure access, we find that 0 < aw < amax for γ < 0.18, and that aw = amax

otherwise. In other words, if services are suffi ciently differentiated, the regulator sets an

access price above marginal cost, but which ensures that the entrant is active. Otherwise,

the regulator sets the access price at such a high level that it forecloses the entrant.

Under pure co-investment, if services are highly differentiated (i.e., γ < 0.02), the co-

investment coverage is higher than the monopoly coverage. Otherwise, for higher values of

γ, the monopoly coverage is higher than the co-investment coverage. Note that z̄c > 0 for

all γ ∈ Γ, so the entrant is not foreclosed in this regime.

Finally, under co-investment with access, we find that for all γ ∈ Γ, the regulator sets

aw = amax. Therefore, co-investment with access reduces to pure co-investment.

Since co-investment with access reduces to pure co-investment, we compare only the pure

access and pure co-investment regimes in terms of social welfare. We find (i) that W c > W a

for all γ ∈ Γ, and (ii) that the difference gets larger for high values of γ (i.e., when the

services are less differentiated).

C. Co-investment vs. Access rules

In this appendix, we analyze two alternative access pricing rules: (i) the so-called “margin

rule”, corresponding to the standard Effi cient Component Pricing Rule (ECPR hereafter),

and (ii) the generalized ECPR access price rule developed by Armstrong et al. (1996) for

differentiated goods.

The margin rule was originally developed for homogeneous goods, even though it is

sometimes applied in other contexts. It prescribes that the access charge should be set equal

to the marginal cost of providing access plus the opportunity cost of providing access, that

is, the lost retail profits from granting access to the rival. With homogeneous goods, the

latter is equal to the retail margin of the incumbent (hence the name), and the access price

becomes

a = cnet + (p1 − cnet − cretail) = p1 − cretail,
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where cnet is the marginal cost of access and cretail is the downstream marginal cost.

The generalized ECPR by Armstrong et al. (1996) instead considers the possibility that

services are differentiated, which reduces the level of the attributed opportunity cost (and

thus the access charge). The corresponding access charge is given by the following formula:

a = cnet + σ(p1 − cnet − cretail),

where σ ∈ [0, 1] is the displacement ratio, which measures the substitution between the

quantities sold by the incumbent and the entrant. This index is given by the ratio between

the change in the quantity sold by the incumbent and the change in the quantity sold by

the entrant for a given change of the access charge. The more the services are differentiated,

the lower is the index σ; vice versa, the more the services are homogeneous, the higher is σ.

When σ = 1 the generalized ECPR coincides with the standard ECPR access rule.

In our model above, we have normalized cnet = cretail = 0. Moreover, for the demand

specification described in the Appendix A, we obtain σ = γ, thus the access charge rule

reduces to a = γp1. Firm 1 makes profit π1 = p1q1 + aqe − f and firm e makes profit

πe = (pe − a)qe − f . Finally, for simplicity we assume that α = 1 and β = 1.

Case I: The Margin Rule

In the standard margin rule it is assumed that σ = 1, hence a = p1. In order to find the

market equilibrium, we jointly solve the first-order conditions for profit maximization of the

two firms (with a taken as given) and the access rule, to obtain

p?1 = a =
2 + γ

4 + γ
< p?e =

3

4 + γ
.

While the entrant’s margin is positive, its profits are small,

πe =
1− γ

(4 + γ)2 (1 + γ)
− f .
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As a result, in the presence of fixed costs the margin rule leads to foreclosure. Indeed, in case

of totally independent services (i.e., γ = 0), where the entrant’s profits are highest, q?e = 1/4,

a = 1/2, p?e = 3/4. Hence, the gross profit of the entrant is equal to 1/16, but the minimum

of the range of fixed costs where our model is valid is equal to f = 0.12 (see Appendix B),

so the entrant would be foreclosed even when it sells a totally differentiated service. Thus,

entry does not occur, with total coverage corresponding to having a monopoly in every area.

This in turn implies that pure co-investment, which does not foreclose the entrant, generates

more competition in the covered areas while total coverage remains unaffected, leading to

higher welfare.

Case II: Generalized ECPR

Taking account of product differentiation, we now have σ = γ and thus a = γp1. Solving

the first-order conditions and the access rule, we obtain

p?1 =
(2 + γ)

4(1 + γ)
, a =

γ (2 + γ)

4(1 + γ)
, p?e =

(2 + 2γ − γ2)

4(1 + γ)
.

The entrant’s profits are πe = 1−γ
4(1+γ)

− f . Hence, for γ < 0.35 the entrant remains active

in the market, while for higher values of γ the generalized ECPR access rule again leads to

foreclosure.

Comparing the results of the generalized ECPR access regime and pure co-investment,

for suffi ciently homogeneous goods (γ > 0.35) pure co-investment leads to more competition

in the duopoly areas (since the entrant is not foreclosed) and the same total coverage, hence

it leads to higher welfare.

When goods are suffi ciently differentiated (γ < 0.35), the entrant is active and therefore

we need to assess in more detail how this access rule affects both co-investment and total

coverage. To this aim, we compute the incumbent’s profits and compare it with the monopoly
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profit. The incumbent’s profit under the generalized ECPR is given by

π?1 =
(2 + γ) (2 + 3γ)

16(1 + γ)2
− f < πm1 =

1

4
− f ,

for all γ > 0, with equality at γ = 0 (note that in this case also the access charge is zero).

This implies that total coverage is always higher under pure co-investment than under pure

access with the generalized ECPR.

Finally, we compare co-investment plus access under the socially optimal access charge

and the generalized ECPR. We have shown that the socially optimal access charge a = amax

forecloses the entrant, implying that optimal application of co-investment with access reduces

to pure co-investment. Thus, the above comparison applies, and pure co-investment leads

to higher welfare.

D. Revenue-neutral access charge

We consider the following variant of our model, which corresponds to the revenue-neutral

access regime developed by Klumpp and Su (2010; KS, thereafter). In a first stage, firm 1

covers the areas [0, z1] for a total cost of C(z1). Then, in a second stage, firm e asks for

access in all covered areas and firms compete in prices. (This corresponds to a simplified

version of our model, where we assume that ze = z1.). As in KS, the access price is set as

follows:

a =
C(z1)

z1Q
, (5)

where Q represents the total quantity produced in a local area by the two firms (i.e., Q =

q1 + qe). Equation (3) corresponds to Equation (5) in KS. It means that the per-unit access

price a is set such the fixed investment cost is spread over competing firms, according to the

total quantity produced.

We then determine the equilibrium of Stage 2 in a similar way as in KS: in equilibrium,

firms’quantities should be best-responses to their rivals’quantities for a taken as given, and
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the access price should satisfy (3). Remember that firm 1 makes profit π1 = p1q1+aqe−f and

that firm e makes profit πe = (pe − a)qe − f . We write the two FOC of profit maximization

(with a taken as given) and solve the system of three equations (two FOCs and (3)) and

three unknowns.

Define M ≡
√
z1[z1α2 − C (z1) β(2− γ)(1 + γ)2]. We obtain that

p?1 =
α(2 + 4γ − 2γ2 − γ3)

(1 + γ)(4− γ2)
− 3γM

z1(1 + γ)(4− γ2)
,

p?e =
α(4 + γ − γ2 − γ3)

(1 + γ)(4− γ2)
− (2 + γ2)M

z1(1 + γ)(4− γ2)
,

a? =
α

1 + γ
− M

z1(1 + γ)
.

As in KS, a? can be so high that the entrant, firm e, is foreclosed. For example, note

that for a given z1, M decreases if the investment cost C is larger, in which case the access

price a? increases. Hence, if the investment cost if very high, the access price becomes very

high too, and the entrant can be foreclosed.

In our simulations, we find that a? < amax if γ < 0.25, and a? ≥ amax otherwise. There-

fore, the per-unit ‘revenue-neutral’access price of KS can lead to foreclosure, in contrast

with the co-investment regime where foreclosure does not occur. If we focus our simulations

on the cases where γ < 0.25 and a? < amax, we find that total welfare with a per-unit

revenue-neutral access price is higher than total welfare in the pure co-investment regime

if γ < 0.1, and lower otherwise. However, the difference in total welfare between the two

regimes is relatively small (less than 7% in our simulations).
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